Project Moth - The Next Step 2019

This is Part 3 of Project Moth - The Next Step 2019.
If you have not done so, you may like to look over Parts 1 and 2 for a background of my entry
into the International Moth Class. Enjoy...
Where to now?
Season two had been a good one in that I now had a strong platform to improve further on. The
boat could handle current rig loads, wasn’t heavy and allowed me to finish a little higher in the
fleet if I managed to sail it well enough.
The primary focus for the year ahead would be to invest in a couple of obvious speed gains. The
first would be a rudder after noticing just how big my foil was by comparison to current foils,
even after a mid season trim. The second would be a modern sail better suited to my mast with
a more powerful and current profile.
Any other jobs would be a case of modifying and improving on what I had, to give me a boat
worth taking to the Worlds in Perth, Australia in December and enjoy a trouble free event.
Upgrade #1 - Rudder November 2018
The Ninja rudder used last year was a marked improvement over the BR original but still on the
large side and a little soft in the vertical compared to newer foils. The difference in horizontal
size and thickness was huge. I was happy to wait patiently for the right rudder to come along on
the Buy & Sell FB class page when an Exocet rudder foil appeared from a podium finisher at the
UK Nationals.
This was a great result and would fit straight on to my gantry. It had a small horizontal foil
bonded, but with a few calculations of AOA pin end point adjustment it would work without
modification. The tiller head was larger than my Ninja one so some acetal bushes were made to
allow the same tiller mechanism to fit and be used.

Exocet rudder in white, noticably smaller than the older Ninja one

Upgrade #2 - Mainfoil Control December 2018
At times I had felt that the control link on the top of the fin was just not working as smoothly as
it should with the gearing pulled low on the vertical pin for fast flap movement. I had already
moved the line position on the deck but this was still not right. Thinking more, it became clear
that the problem was the bell crank axis being below the turning point of the adjuster line.
I added some plates to the mainfoil head and extended its length a little, also raising the bell
crank axis to now be in line with the deck adjuster eyes.
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Bell crank channel and pin point extended on mainfoil

Queen Mary SC Open - 9th 10th March 2019
An early season start over previous years due to having a boat near ready to go. Sadly this
weekend was blown out with winds gusting regularly over 25 knots on the Saturday and
predictions of even more wind on the Sunday.
Biggest thing learned was that my small base trailer is not moth worthy in high winds. Getting
home was a nightmare with near everything inside the car tied onto the boat to keep some
weight on it. Going forward a box trailer weighted with gear inside was a must if I wanted to do
any distance travelling.
Parkstone SC Open - 23rd 24th March
Another early event and a hope for a Friday sail faded with the light wind. Saturday had some
light drizzle and light winds to match. It was the first time out with the new rudder that instantly
showed a big speed gain on the long reach to the start. For the first time I actually passed a few
boats with straight line speed. Three races on the Saturday was hard work with a lot of lowriding
as the wind faded.
Sunday showed a bit more promise with sunshine and some wind. Huge shifts on the course and
I got a little lucky in the first race staying in pressure for my best result to date. Not so bad in
the second race and then a mainsheet block coming off the boom in the last race meant a low
one lap score.
A lot to take from the weekend, including a box for future travels. The boat went well with the
wand system working better and a big speed improvement with the rudder. Our host club and
Rod looked after us superbly.
Event Report - www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/215736/Noble-Marine-International-Moth-GP-at-Parkstone

Repair #1 - Mainfoil Horizontal
I noticed after the first day at Parkstone that my Kevlar flap hinge was giving way through the
centre area after some years of use. I managed to grind a couple of very small channels crossing
over the hinge line and add 2 tabs of vectran rope inner core either side of the vertical foil to
hold it together for the Sunday. Not ideal but it worked.
On returning home the Kevlar was ground away and the flap section removed and cleaned up.
Time was limited to the next event so I quickly sourced some flexible west epoxy resin and
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laminated 2 light strips of kevlar tape on a bias axis on to some mylar film. This was then
transferred over the hinge area with spacers along the length to keep all in alignment.
I was able to do this without having to un bond it from the vertical foil, saving some time but it
was tricky. The kevlar hinge was quite stiff to start with, overloading the barrel nut in the flat
and pulling it out the evening before heading to Grafham. Some last minute setting had it all in
working order. The hinge did free up with more movement.

Old kevlar removed, spacers inserted then new kevlar hinge added. All painted and sika faired over top of hinge
line filling faired recessed channel.

Upgrade #3 - A Better Sail April
From the previous year it was obvious that a sail upgrade would be worth the investment.
I was looking for a full area sail with a straight leech profile that would have a couple of good
seasons left in it. I thought this would give me a current rig, while those working hard on
sweeper style sails and rigs found a consistent design space and everything settled down. The
idea would then be the option of modifying that sail to a latest sweeper style if the sail held up
well or moving it on some time in the future.
Looking at what was happening with different string and moulded sails, I wasn’t convinced on
the longevity left in the used sails being sold on for what I wanted. I decided to contact Phil
Smith, a sailmaker I had known from childhood back in Australia who is an ex cherub and skiff
sailor and had been making Moth gear for quite some time. I was impressed with his latest
design profiles and choice of lite-skin cloth and we got talking. Next thing I knew, a used OW-9
sail in mint condition was on its way after a re-cut to match my mast specification.
While waiting on the sail Phil also gave me some input into spreader length deflections to make
modifications to my setup. The sail arrived a couple days before the next open at Grafham,
giving me enough time to strip the ‘baked on’ numbers and put my own on the day before
racing.
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First time rigging new sail, then adding numbers in the Grafham clubhouse.

Grafham SC Open - 13th 14th April
I was down a bit late on the Friday for a sail so put my numbers on up in the clubhouse. The
weather for the weekend was very cold for this Australian. We managed 4 races on the Saturday
where I struggled to find any real rhythm in the gusty conditions. Good at times, poor at others
and terribly inconsistent.
Sunday was much the same with wind chill dropping into the very low single figures. Not feeling
your fingers between races is novel and a summer wetsuit is for just that, summer!
Boat felt good, the sail set up fine but I was a long way from sailing it anywhere near its
potential. A good fleet of 20+ boats made it a good social event despite the low temperatures.
Event Report - www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/216467/Noble-Marine-International-Moth-GP-at-Grafham

Cold day at Grafham. Pics: Paul Hignett

Ullswater SC Daffodil Open - 20th 21st April
This was an open class event less than 2hrs away in the North over Easter. The weather was big
change from the cold temperatures of a week ago, with a weekend of warm sunshine. Not much
wind on the Saturday left the Moths lowriding and pulling the pin after 2 races.
Sunday saw some better conditions with a few shifts in 7-9 knots of wind. Boat was going great
and there was definitely more power in the rig to get on the foils a bit earlier. Still not quite
flying as high as it should but everything else working well. Highlight was to pull off my first
foiling tack and be much closer to a few more in the flat water. I had a couple of moments of
keeping in good pressure gybing downwind that took me into the lead but they were short lived.
Camping on site and plenty of dinghies of all kinds made for a good weekend.
Event Report - www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/216881/International-Moths-at-the-Daffodil-Regatta
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Good weekend at Ullswater. Pic Tim Olin

Upgrade #4 - Wand Length May
Thinking more on my ride height issue and looking over pictures I had a suspicion that my wand
may have been a little short by comparison to others at a similar ride height and my ratios may
have been a little out. I went back over my ratios and arc movement of the wand at the
bowsprit. A extra turn on the RHA in the hull was added, wand cassette lengthened for more
length adjustment and fast point ratio moved.
Upgrade #5 - Smaller Sail June
There was a change over the fleet in that most were moving to low height ‘deck sweeper’ type
sails as soon as there was enough wind to constantly foil. This was a step further on from the
lowered standard rigs with a stump height reduction by lowering the rig COE by anywhere up to
300mm from previous.
Anyone that’s sailed multiple rigged skiffs will understand the joy of getting a smaller rig on over
lumping around an overpowered one. Given that I was heading to Perth in the Australian
summertime where it does blow, I though a lowered rig would be handy. My previous H13 sail
was a good sail to be modified as it was no match for the newer sail I had.
I calculated where I wanted to cut the existing sail down and also where the luff curve would
need altering to suit the shorter carbon RDM sailboard top mast section I planned to use with it.
Good friend and sailmaker Gavin Watson helped me over an evening while I was in Falmouth for
a radio sailing event. I had trimmed and gone as far as I could with it before I needed a loft floor
and machines to finish the work.
It was done initially without any boom fairing to get the fit right on the mast. My topmast
needed a little stiffening and the luff pocket in the tack needed slight adjustment before the
battens were stiffened and the Dacron luff pocket painted to add a little life back into the cloth.
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Old H13 sail cut 250mm shorter on luff with luff curve adjusted

Bala SC Long Distance Open - June 22nd 23rd
Hoping for a better sail than the last time when I broke my gantry, I thought I would use the
weekend for some practice. There was very little wind on the Saturday for the long distance
race, but a good 8-12knots on the Sunday for mixed fleet racing across the lake. The boat was
wanting to fly a little higher with the wand changes. Good time in the boat and weekend
camping in Wales.

Starting to foil higher with wand length and ratios sorted. Pic: Tim Olin
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Self Sufficient - Spares
Having a boat that is a bit of a one-off can have its downsides, usually when something goes
wrong. The gantry replacement of a year ago was lucky in that an original one was found in
supply. But what if something non standard breaks? The more I took the boat away from an
original Bladerider, the less chance of finding replacement parts at an event to fit.
Such problems are overcome by the majority of the fleet through great back up service on site
from manufacturers, but for me not so much. Given that I travel between 3-6 hours away to all
of the events that I do in the UK, and that my time on the water over a year is pretty limited
compared to most, I need to take what spares I can to get through events in case of breakages.
Now factor in a trip to Australia for 8-10 days on the water in strong winds. It’s hardly worth the
time and effort only to break something on day 2 that can’t be replaced or fitted on site. In
planning, I was happy the boat, wings and gantry would be ok barring catastrophe or collision.
Rig components could probably be swapped out or repaired on site and with 2 sails now I was
mostly covered.
This only left the foils. I had kept my Ninja rudder for as a usable spare should the worst
happen. A step backwards in performance, but much better than not sailing. The mainfoil on the
other hand was an issue. The original BR one was sold on as the bell crank mechanism system
was no longer compatible with what I was using. I needed to source a spare that would be set
ready to use as the chances of finding one on site would be next to none.
Asking around, I managed to find an old split Ninja mainfoil in two pieces that could work. First
making sure it fit in my hull, I then set about re bonding the trailing edge and reinforcing it. The
pushrod needed a new housing set inside. The head area was then built up and reinforced and
then the hollow foil was epoxy foam filled for a little supporting stiffness. Both the vertical and
horizontal were then faired
The horizontal was quite large and dated so like with the old rudder the previous year, I looked
at the option of cutting it down. Some calculations on lifting area showed it could be cut down
quite some way to be similar to my existing foil for lift. I opted to go half way, knowing that I
could cut it further if I had to use it in high winds for an event. I added some end plates I
wanted to try, joined the horizontal on to the vertical and then painted it. The controls were set
so that it was a quick change if I needed to use it.
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Damaged Ninja mainfoil repaired, foam filled, faired, modified with end plates and then fitted to the boat as a working spare

Upgrade #6 - Tacking Bracket July
Not so much an upgrade but a change up to something that allowed me to view the Velocitek
upwind. The old school speed gps came with the boat that the original owner gave me. It was
still in the box unused. It’s possibly something that has helped in basic numbers on a day not
racing but i’m not convinced my head should be in the boat looking at numbers in a race...

New tacking bracket for the GPS alongside the basic fixed one
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A day trip to Rutland SC - August 11th
There was plenty of wind predicted and a chance to travel down for the day to try the low rig
mainsail. I launched into a rain squall that saw a fair bit of upwind crawling before I bore away
for a long run down the lake. The run was quicker than I had gone before and the boat now
flying as high as it ever needed to before finding out the hard way how high is too high.
A trip over the handlebars at pace was something I had not looked forward to. Not sure why I
was worried on that as I got thrown clear of everything and came up laughing my head off.
Thankfully I remembered the lesson on hiking downwind so you get thrown clear of shrouds!
I lowered my control a little and had a couple more moments before finding a decent setting.
The rig looked fine and was certainly much better to handle in strong gusts upwind. I struggled
for power and depth downwind a little as a downside but given my mainfoil could be considered
large over the others sailing this wasn’t such a worry. Not staying in the pressure may have been
an issue also. It all worked, so I packed away and headed home to finish my 6 hour round trip
sail.

Smaller sail on at Rutland SC with stiffer topmast, battens and painted luff

Upgrade #7 - Fairing on Sail August
Happy that the small sail and mast worked ok, I fitted a sweeper style boom fairing over the
lower section. It needed cut outs for the GPS and was at max length allowed from the head to
get it somewhere close to the deck. Not a deck sweeper as such but it would tidy up the area
over the boom similar to other current sails. Since the sail was re cut I bought a decent sewing
machine to be able to do more in house going forward. It’s amazing the things you miss or take
for granted from the past...
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Sweeper style boom fairing added to smaller sail

UK Nationals at Castle Cove SC - 12th 15th September
I headed down to Portland Harbour a few days early for some practice. I had a couple of good
short sessions on the water with a chance to check that the spare mainfoil worked as it should,
sailing from the WPSA. I had my sails measured by Ricky as he ran me through the process to
become a measurer, then measured a few other sails myself. The day before the event was
blown out with the wind gusting well over 25 knots as everyone arrived across the harbour at
Castle Cove SC.
Day 1 and the predicted SW wind was in early and building. So much so that, by launch time
some were hesitant to get going. I rigged the small sail and was happy to have it. The run down
to the start area had me at a +25 knot average on checking before the race. I had a good first
race getting around ok until falling off the wing in a gybe to the finish and having a seriously
long swim to get back to the boat. Tiring but not so bad.
Day 1 Report - www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/221976/2019-Wetsuit-Outlet-UK-Moth-Nationals-day-1

The second race was a war of attrition for many with only near half of the fleet finishing. I
managed a score after a lot of swimming trying to get through the grave yard at the gate.
Racing was then cancelled for the day as the wind was steadily in the high 20’s. The boat held
up well with nothing broken, just a very tired body with a couple of scores to show for it.
Days 2 and 3 were similar to each other, with an early land breeze that faded as the races went
on. I had some good moments and enjoyed time to stay in pressure on the runs but was just
poor upwind, both tactically and in the boat. Up and down results but not all bad.
Racing was postponed later on Day 3 to allow the Bart’s Bash event to go ahead on the course
area. The wind was around 8 knots and foil-able so I decided to stay out and just work on foiling
gybes and tying to tack. Probably the best sail i’ve had in my boat from a learning experience in
dead flat water and sunshine. Just doing the same drills over and over until I had ran out of
water. The wind then died and afternoon racing was cancelled.
Day 2 Report - www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/222028/2019-Wetsuit-Outlet-UK-Moth-Nationals-day-2
Day 3 Report - www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/222057/2019-Wetsuit-Outlet-UK-Moth-Nationals-day-3

The final day looked bleak before a light sea breeze filled for some excellent racing, with a bit of
weed on the course the only downside. I managed a good start in each of the 3 races and found
myself in a top 20 position in race one at the top gate after nailing the first tack, only to get
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some weed on and drop off the foils. Steady wind of around 12 knots by the last race and the
boat was foiling high and just good fun. I was definitely quick enough to race some boats around
me and had my best scores of the event.
This was my last sail as the boat would be in a box within 2 weeks to ship to the Worlds. Castle
Cove SC ran a great event that I am pretty sure was enjoyed by everyone.
Event Report - www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/222083/2019-Wetsuit-Outlet-UK-Moth-Nationals-overall

A windy day 1 in the grave yard zone at the leeward gate and foiling high and comfortable on the final day
Pics: Mark Jardine Y&Y

Boat in a Box September 22nd
Looking ahead, my time in Perth before the event was going to be limited after a short stopover
in Sydney to see friends and family. I would need everything to go together quickly to get
practice in, but given I wouldn’t have seen the boat for 6 weeks, I needed a plan.
I took time when pulling the boat apart to take notes and list the order of disassembly.
Everything from where wing lashings tied to, where things were packed etc. I took plenty of pics
as well so that when putting it back together, a look at the iPad would be simple.
All packed away and parts labelled in case anyone wanted to check inside. The box was taken
back to Weymouth at the end of September to go in the UK class container.
Worlds at Mounts Bay SC Perth, Western Australia - 9th 18th December
I arrived in Perth late afternoon on the 7th, making it down to the club to find my box and lift it
into my allocated rigging space. It was long day given we’d been up early and flown 5 hours
from Sydney. Knowing I would be up early the next day due to time difference, I just put the
trolley together ready for an early start. A few beers were then had.
8th December - I made it to the club before 5am and got started unpacking the box and putting
things together. The list and pictures were a big help to save time thinking on basic things. A few
breaks to get out of the sunshine but a rig was up before midday to check things over. I spent
the afternoon getting it all sorted then taking a look over some of the other boats, as well as
catching up with some old mates. Pretty tired so decided against a sail and thought an early
launch the next day in the land breeze, and then an afternoon sail was a good plan.
9th December - Another early start and on the water before 8am in a light to 8-10 knot fading
land breeze. Everything was working ok other than new wetsuit pants that had no knee grip at
all on the tramps. Thankfully there wasn’t much wind. Back in and full area rig down. Some
lunch and an afternoon sail in the sea breeze with the small rig. It was a really enjoyable sail
after time away from the boat in sunshine and warm water.
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10th December - Day 1 of the 2 day Nationals and 4 races back to back in a building sea breeze.
A pretty cautious day as some crazy stuff was going on close to the start line with a few crashes
happening. I had a couple of capsizes late in the day as the wind freshened and I struggled to
nail the approach and bear away at the windward gate in traffic. Boat all good.
11th December - Day 2 of Nationals and a second day on the top course that had flatter water in
the predicted winds. A heavily biased left hand course as usual and good gains by holding all the
way left to layline. The left hand approach was dodgy if you were too high or overlayed in gusty
wind and suicide alley in the running boats. Not the place to be. A long day, a couple of swims
and all races finished in the Nationals. Overall scores no gauge as so many dipped in and out but
was happy with things so far.
Australian Nationals Results - https://topyacht.net.au/results/mbsc/2019/moths/nats/SGrp2.htm?ty=05924

13th December - Worlds Day 1 and fleet split into two for the 2 day seeding, before Gold and
Silver fleets locked in. 3 races a day. Not a bad first day. Some mistakes in the first 2 races
costing a swim each time in traffic. Boat plenty good enough to be further up the fleet.
14th December - Day 2 of seeding and a better day. Near 10 places better than the day before in
each race. Felt like I sailed the boat better but also think the luck of the seeding draw may have
helped. My seeding results had me in Silver fleet for the event as expected, but only 15 places
off gold that was higher than expected.
16th December - After a lay day we were now in to 3 days of Silver fleet racing on the lower
course in more waves with 3 races a day. My aim for the event was to finish in the top twothirds of the fleet overall, a step on from earlier event aims of top three-quarters of the fleet.
To be somewhere near this I would need to be scoring races in the teens or lower. A good first
race and then a few errors as the wind strengthened with my full area sail in waves downwind,
saw me with some work to do looking ahead.
17th December - A good day with three finishes in the teens, improving a little each race.
Starting to make better course decisions and choose better approaches into the gates top and
bottom. The boat is going fine off the start with height and pretty good speed around all but the
top 5 who were off in the distance pretty quickly. If only I could tack consistently...
18th December - The final day and with the wind swinging a little more west it was lighter in
pressure. Full area sail on and aiming for a low 70s finish overall. Only 2 races scheduled and
hand an excellent first race with an 8th. Boat was going great and foiling high in the light flat
water every bit as good as the last day at the Nationals. I decided to get in and mix it in the final
start, hoping for another good result but messed up royally for an OCS by running out of line at
the pin end and no gap to dive through. Sailed the course but was pretty annoyed with myself
meaning I had to carry a finish in the 40s. I’m not sure the penalty fits the crime of a Black Flag
for a first start but that’s another story for another day.
The end result had me in 77th overall and ahead of my initial target, but it left me thinking it
could have been much better. So many small areas to work on in just learning to sail the boat
well, then race it well before even looking at better equipment. It was an excellent event that
was worth every penny to make it home for.
Worlds Results - https://topyacht.net.au/results/mbsc/2019/moths/worlds/SGrp1.htm?ty=39908
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Un-boxing and assembly, then ready for an 8am sail. Both sails and rig setups were used at the event. 2007 built
pimped Prowler (Phil Smith) and upgraded Bladerider chasing each other around the course in 2019.

After a few days holidaying in Perth I left for home on Christmas eve with a full list of notes and
areas I could improve on for 2022.
Coming Up...Part 4
Project Moth - All the Small Things 2020
I look back over my 2019 season, including a Worlds run down and look at where I think more
improvements can be made. I then run through any upgrades and changes made, as well as the
UK Nationals that was the only event sailed here due to covid lockdowns in 2020.
A very big thank you again to all, from home builders to professionals and skippers across every
level, your advice and assistance is most appreciated.

Cheers
Brad Gibson
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